I discussed two previously undescribed Negrito languages, Northern and Southern Alta, on which I had gathered data during fieldwork in the summer of 1987. During the same field trip I was also able to gather data from a group of Negritos in Quirino Province, who call themselves Arta.? This paper will discuss the position of Arta with reference to the other languages of Northern Luzon. It will conclude that this previously undescribed language either constitutes a very early sister language of Ilokano, or else it is an isolate among the Cordilleran languages of the Northern Philippines. It will be shown to have been strongly influenced in relatively recent times by one of the Northern Cordilleran languages of the Cagayan River Valley.
1.1 LOCATION. Contacts that were made with Arta in the field trip described above were all in the townships of either Aglipay or Maddela. Because of the onset of the rainy season, travel in the mountains where Arta normally reside was very difficult. Consequently no firsthand observation could be made of either their dwelling sites or of the number of speakers of the language. Language assistants claimed to come from a place called Impuyan, Villa Gracia, in the mountains near Maddela, or else from the Addalem River Valley. They claimed that only 25-30 households still speak the language.
1.2 PREVIOUS REFERENCES TO ARTA. The only reference to Arta in a published work is in Fox and Flory's map of Philippine ethnolinguistic groups (1974) , where their present location is fairly accurately marked. Information was provided for the map by Thomas Headland who collected a wordlist of 213 items from an Arta Negrito called Sesar Olanyu (Headland 1967) , who was at that time living in Maddela, but who said he came
Oceanic Linguistics, volume 28, no. 1 (Summer 1989) from a community of20 Negrito families in a place called Disibu, Aglipay. Pabling Olanyu, who assisted me in the summer of 1987, claimed to be a nephew of Headland's language assistant. There appear to have been no other linguistic or anthropological studies done on this group.
1.3 THE UNIQUENESS OF ART A. That Arta is a clearly distinct language from other Philippine languages is supported not only from statements made from speakers of geographically adjacent languages that they do not understand Arta when they hear it spoken, but also from a careful analysis of the lexical data that was collected. Approximately 29 percent (148/512) appear to be unique forms:' not shared by any other Philippine language (see Table 1 ). An examination of the Arta reflexes of the ProtoMalayo-Polynesian reconstructions of 200 basic items using Blust's (1981) Some of the more interesting lexical innovations occurred within the numeral system. Apart from the innovations of sipang and tallip for' one' and' two' respectively, the terms for 20 and multiples of 20 are built on the term arta 'person'. Thus, sipang a arta 'twenty', tallip a arta 'forty', and lima arta 'one hundred'.
2. SUBGROUPING ART A. The position of Arta vis-a-vis the other languages of the Northern Philippines is determined by examining the innovations in phonology, lexicon, and morphology that Arta uniquely shares with other languages. The limited amount of data that were collected means that the present results must be considered tentative. A thorough examination of all areas of the language awaits an extended field trip to the area.
2.1 PHONOLOGY. The segmental phonemes of Arta are similar to those found in other languages of the area. The consonants are p, t, k, ( (glottal stop), b, d, g, m, n, ng (velar nasal), s, h, I, r, w, and y. There are at least six vowels, i, e, e(schwa), a, u, and o. There may also be a contrast between the vowel a and caret, a slightly higher vowel, similar in pronunciation to the vowel in British English' cup'. In the following sections I shall discuss the historical development of those phonemes which are significant for understanding the subgrouping of Arta.
2.2 CONSONANT REFLEXES. The historical development of three Proto-Austronesian consonants in Arta, specifically *R, *j, and *k, is of considerable significance, not only in tracing the genetic relationships of this language, but also in separating out inherited vocabulary from the fairly large body of items that Arta has borrowed from languages with which it has been in contact.
2.2.1 The reflexes of *R. Arta shows two reflexes of *R, in forms either directly or indirectly inherited from Proto-Austronesian, Proto-Philippines, and Proto-Cordilleran. Reconstructed forms are cited from Wurm and Wilson (1975) where appropriate." The most common reflex is r. The 16 forms containing this reflex are given in Table 2 . The only other language in Luzon which has an r reflex of *R is Ilokano. Table 3 presents the forms which show a g reflex of *R. This is the reflex found in all the Northern Cordilleran languages, specifically the non-Negrito languages Isneg (Isg), Ibanag (Ibg) , Itawis (Itw), Yogad (Yog), Gaddang (Gad) , and the Negrito It will become apparent below that there is a considerable substratum of Northern Cordilleran lexical items in Arta. I therefore assume that the forms given in Table 3 are not directly inherited, but are borrowings from one or more of the Northern Cordilleran languages. At least two of them show further evidence of being borrowings. The word for 'wash' shows gemination of the medial consonant following a reflex of *e, a regular feature of Northern Cordilleran languages, but not of Arta. The word for , dream' appears to be borrowed from a language in which *e became i, however, Tagalogpanaginip which has a different prefixal element is probably not the immediate source, but may be a cause for contamination.
2.2.2
The reflex of *j. The main reflex of *j in Arta appears to be d (see Table 4 ). Only two forms show g (also shown in Table 4 ), and these are both considered to be borrowings, probably from Ilokano. 2.2.3 The reflex of *k. At least 20 reconstructed forms containing *k appear in the data with a zero reflex (see Table 5 ). Although there are a number of Philippine languages in which *k fell together with glottal stop (including several Kalinga and Ifugao dialects), this is the only Philippine language which, to my knowledge, lost *k. There are, however, a considerable number of forms in the language in which the phoneme k appears. A large proportion of these forms give evidence of having been borrowed from a Northern Cordilleran language-or from Ilokano-although a few (see Table 1 ) appear to be unique to Arta and must, therefore, have been innovated subsequent to the loss of the *k > 0 rule.
2.2.4
The reflex of *q. Glottal stop is clearly part of the synchronic phonology of Arta. It occurs systematically in certain positions, for example, between the adjectival prefix me-and otherwise vowel initial roots. (See Table 16 , items 'black', 'far', 'odorous', 'salty', and 'sour'.) It also occurs in several forms (such as binri 'seed', lingret 'sweat', and linnaraw 'dew'), which are probably borrowed from Ilokano, and it also occurs optionally on the end of otherwise vowel-final words given as citation forms. However the evidence suggests that glottal stop was probably lost at some point in the history of the language, possibly at the same time as *k was lost, and has subsequently redeveloped. Vowel sequences that resulted from loss of Proto-Cordilleran *? (glottal stop), whether from a Proto-Austronesian *? (' drink'), *q (' bitter'), or *h (' leaf'), or from a pre-Arta *k ('father'), were reduced to single vowels in the same way that similar vowel sequences have been reduced in the Northern Cordilleran languages as well as in Casiguran Dumagat (see Table 6 ). In Arta, these changes took place within a number of roots, for example, 'betel leaf', 'bitter', 'father', 'leaf', 'neck', 'winnow'. This process is still present in the language, but while occurring across word-internal morpheme boundaries, both prefixes and suffixes (e.g. 'intoxicated', 'left over', 'dream', 'cheat') as well as across clitic boundaries (e.g. 'abaca', 'sesame'), it apparently no longer operates within a morpheme, as borrowed words, such as linnaraw ' The reduction of *ay and *ey to e in a penultimate syllable (' sea', 'bridge') may indicate borrowing from Gaddang, which has forms identical to those given for Arta. The inherited reflex in Arta is probably i (' die', 'seashore'), although several forms retain the diphthong unchanged ('rice plant', 'termite'). (See Table 6 and endnote 63.)
If i is indeed the inherited reflex of *ay, one would expect to find *aw reflected as u. But no cases of this have been found. All such sequences (except for god 'betel leaf') appear in the data as aw ('float', 'housefly', 'white'). (See Table 6 and endnotes 63 and 64.) 2.3 VOWEL REFLEXES. There is at least one phonological innovation affecting vowels which appears to be unique to Arta among the languages of Northern Luzon. There is a rule of vowel harmony in forms which had a voiced stop followed by *a in penultimate syllables, and in which the vowel of the final syllable was either u or a. The vowel in such a syllable harmonized with the vowel in the ultimate syllable (see Table 7 ). This rule apparently did not affect forms in which the vowel of the penultimate syllable developed from *e (' bright', 'carabao'), suggesting that there is, in fact, a phonological difference between the two low central vowels, and providing support for a sixth vowel phoneme, caret. (See Table 7 and endnote 65.) Table 8 shows the development of *a as i in other syllables, both penultimate and final, in which the initial consonant was a voiced stop. This change also took place in Casiguran Dumagat (Headland and Headland 1974: xxiv).
There are two reflexes of *e in Arta. The first is short a (in some forms caret was recorded, but the data has been regularized to a), which is also the reflex in Northern Cordilleran languages, and e(schwa), which is also (Table 9) could not have been borrowed from a Northern Cordilleran language, all of which geminate a medial consonant when the penult contained *e. There are also a large number of borrowed forms from these languages which retain the gemination in Arta. The other reflex, e, occurs in a number of forms, the great majority of which are identical to Ilokano. These are assumed to be borrowings from that language. There is, however, very little futher evidence to support this hypothesis. It is possible that some of the forms listed in Table 9 (such as 'earthquake ') which are uniquely shared between Ilokano and Arta, are exclusively shared innovations within this little subgroup, rather than borrowings, as was suggested in the preceding paragraph. However most of these forms are not uniquely shared; they occur, probably as borrowings from Ilokano, in languages throughout the Cordilleran area, where Ilokano is the lingua franca. Neither does Arta share any innovations in morphology or syntax that are otherwise unique to Ilokano, such as PPh *maR-appearing as ag-, rather than the expected mar-. Further counterevidence to this hypothesis is the different reflex of *j in Ilokano and Arta. The only languages that are presently known to have a d reflex of *j in the Northern Philippines are Casiguran Dumagat and Northern and Southern Alta. It is improbable that Arta immediately subgroups with any of these languages because of their different reflexes of *R. Casiguran Dumagat reflects it as g, whereas the Alta languages show I. Since *r and *1 fell together in the parent of the Alta languages, as well as in the parent of the Southern and Central Cordilleran languages, it is possible that Arta could be related to these languages at a very remote time depth, prior to the change of *r to *1. There is, however, no further evidence to support such a subgrouping.
It seems then that Arta is probably a first order subgroup of Cordilleran (see Figure I ).
THE INFLUENCE OF OTHER LANGUAGES ON ARTA.
3.1 LEXICON. The presence of a large number of forms in Arta which show one or more of the phonological features typical of Northern Cordilleran languages, but which are not considered to be typical of Arta (such as gemination of a medial root consonant following *e, a g reflex of *R or *j, a k reflex of *k), or which are probably lexical innovations in ProtoNorthern Cordilleran, indicate that Arta has been in contact with one or more of these languages for some time and has been influenced by them. In order to determine which language this might be, all such forms were checked against available dictionaries or word lists of Northern Cordilleran languages. One set of items was considered to be nonspecific as to their source, in that identical forms were found in several Northern Cordilleran languages, usually Ibanag, Itawis, Central Cagayan Agta, Gaddang, or Isneg. A considerable number were also found in Ilokano, which shows the same phonological developments as are mentioned in the previous paragraph. Table 10 presents those forms that occur in one or more of the Northern Cordilleran languages as well as Ilokano. Table 11 presents the forms found in more than one Northern Cordilleran language, but not in Ilokano. A few of the latter ('alive', 'liver', 'mountain') occur both in a Northern Cordilleran language and in Casiguran Dumagat.
Three languages were found to share sets of lexical items uniquely with Arta. These are Gaddang (Table 12) , Ilokano (Table 13) , and Casiguran Dumagat (Table 14) . It may not be coincidental that of the languages spoken in the geographical area close to where the Arta live these three languages have the fullest dictionaries. Lexical sources that were available to me for Ibanag, Yogad, and Itawis were minimal.
Interaction between Arta and an Agta band speaking a language closely related to the Casiguran Dumagat who live on the western side of the Sierra Madre appears to be considerable. Headland (pers. comm.) refers to a group called Maddela Agta, whose language is said to be mutually intelligible with Casiguran Dumagat, and suggests that it is probably this group rather than the Negritos in Casiguran that has influenced Arta so strongly. Non-Negritos in Aglipay and Madde1a are unaware that the two groups are linguistically distinct. Both are subsumed under the generic terms Dumagat or Agta. It is not surprising therefore that the two languages uniquely share a number of lexical items. In addition to the items listed in Table 14 , there are at least two forms, probably uniquely shared between Arta and Casiguran Dumagat, which show an rlh correspondence. These are Arta depar (Headland 1967 3.2 VERBAL MORPHOLOGY. There was a phonological development in several of the Northern Cordilleran languages (Atta, Gaddang, Ibanag, Itawis, and Yogad) that has apparently resulted in an innovation in the verbal morphology of Arta. In Northern Cordilleran languages the first consonant of a cluster of heterorganic obstruents completely assimilates to the second consonant of the cluster (e.g. Gaddang kokkot < *kutkut 'dig', kukkud < *kudkud "scratch'c pappak < *pakpak 'wing', tattad < *tadtad 'pressing down in order to pack in more'). This rule directly affected the final consonant of the actor focus prefix mag-(the reflex in these languages of *maR-), which always assimilates to the initial consonant of the root to which it is attached creating a geminate cluster. Thus Gaddang magbaggu becomes mabbaggu 'to wash hands', mag-turak becomes matturak 'to write'; mag-kasal becomes makkasal 'to get married'.
The assimilation rule is not part of the Arta phonological system. There are many instances in the data ofheterorganic consonant clusters. In Table  1 alone, see for example, digdig ' arrive', kabkab' catch', tagdu' drip', dadtun ,heavy', lagpat 'industrious', gitgit 'scratch', numagtut 'surprised', bagbag 'wind', sagbit 'wound'. In Arta, the expected reflex of *maR-would be mar-. Instead it is simply ma-. The initial consonant of the root to which this prefix is attached is sporadically geminated, apparently in imitation of the result of the assimilation rule in Northern Cordilleran. Table 15 lists all   TABLE 15 One unambiguous occurrence of mag-occurs on the root kansong 'to sing', which is clearly a Spanish borrowing, probably via Tagalog.
One of the adjectival prefixes in Proto-Cordilleran was *ma-. It is generally reflected as ma-in Northern Cordilleran languages (e.g. Gad malappet 'industrious', malannaw 'fresh', malinis 'clean') and as na-on most adjectives in Ilokano (e.g. naragsak 'happy', nagaget 'industrious', nadalus' clean'), although a few frequently used adjectives (such as mabisin 'hungry' and matured 'brave'), still retain the older form. In Arta, this adjectival prefix is generally reflected as me-, again with sporadic gemination of the initial consonant of the root to which it is attached. Table 16 lists all occurrences of me-in the data. Casiguran Dumagat (Headland pers. comm.) also uses me-as an adjectival prefix, for example, mesibet 'strong', meinamas 'excessive', medibi 'low, short ' . To what extent the similarity in the form of this adjectival affixis the result of mutual influence is at this point not known. It is probable though, considering the history of contact between the two languages, that the change from *ma-to me-in Arta and Casiguran Dumagat is not simply a case of parallel development.
Arta (as well as Casiguran Dumagat and Northern Cordilleran languages such as Gaddang) also has adjectives that are prefixed with na-(e.g. nadalus 'clean', nalupuy 'tired', naragsak 'happy') and with ma-(e.g. matured 'brave', mapet 'bitter'). It is probable that most of these adjectives are either borrowed from Ilokano, with the Ilokano affixes appropriate to each form, or, in the case of the ma-forms, they are no longer treated as morphologically complex. This is particularly true for a word such as madit 'unmarried girl' (from *madikit 'beautiful, of unmarried girls') which is not found in Ilokano and which is no longer an adjective.
Adjectives are not inflected for tense-aspect. There is, however, a class of stative verbs in Philippine languages which are inflected for tense-aspect and which carry prefixes which are homophonous with the adjectival prefixes ma-and na-. The latter is the completed aspect form of the prefix in most Philippine languages and developed from Proto-Austronesian *mina-.
In many of the languages spoken by Negritos in the Northern Philippines (including the Ayta languages and Sinauna Tagalog of the Sambalic family, Casiguran Dumagat, and the Alta languages), the completed aspect of the stative prefix has both forms, mina-and na-, in free variation. Arta also has both affixes, but whether they are in free variation or are functionally distinct requires further research to determine. Table 17 lists the remaining ma-, na-, and mina-forms in the data, some of which may in fact be adjectives, and not stative verbs. The actor focus prefix *maN-characteristically is associated with two phonological processes in Philippine (and Indonesian) languages. The first is an assimilation process that changes the point of articulation of the final nasal to that of the initial consonant of the root to which it is attached. The prefix becomes mam-before bilabial consonants, man-before alveolar and dental consonants, and mang-(with a velar nasal) before velar and glottal consonants. The second is a deletion process which then deletes the initial consonant of the root under certain conditions, usually at least if that consonant is a voiceless obstruent, and in some languages, if it is any obstruent.
Ilokano is a language which appears to have lost both of these processes when maN-functions as a verbal prefix, for example, mangpili 'to choose' and mangkalap 'to catch fish' (kalap 'fish '), although evidence of their earlier presence in the language remains in nominal forms such as mangngalap 'fisherman'. Table 18 shows that Arta is similar to Ilokano in retaining verb-root-initial consonants when prefixed by maN-. Arta differs from Ilokano however in that assimilation still occurs. There is only one form in the data which loses its initial consonant under these conditions, and it is mamangan 'to eat', from Proto-Cordilleran *mang-plus *kan. Whether the loss of the consonant deletion rule in Arta is a result ofcontact between Ilokano and Arta, or a parallel development is uncertain.
The completed aspect form of this prefix directly reflects *minaN-(e.g. minambusali 'swelled up'), as in the Negrito languages mentioned above.
In Arta, the actor focus infix -um-has a variant m-occuring before vowel initial stems (see Table 19 ). This provides further evidence that the loss of glottal stop (described in Section 2 above) occurred in the initial positions of roots, as well as in medial positions, and that the glottal stop that appears between affixes such as adjectival me-and stative ma-and otherwise vowel-initial roots is, in fact, the result of a synchronically operative glottal stop insertion rule, rather than a reflex of a Proto-Cordilleran glottal stop in this position. There are two forms in the data that are problematic with respect to this analysis. They are um-ber 'to fly' and um-ine 'to climb a tree'. The former is possibly from an earlier *?-um-eber, with subsequent loss of the (unstressed) initial root vowel. I have no explanation for the latter form. Whether or not the m-variant of -um-occurs in any other language with which Arta may have had contact is still to be determined.
The completed aspect of this affix is -inum-, for example, sinumpud ,boiled', tinumpaw 'floated '. 3.3 PRONOUNS. Table 20 presents the Arta pronominal system. The loss of *k in Arta had a considerable effect on the pronouns in the language, since six of the eight pronominal formatives include this phoneme in their reconstructed forms. The change was most noticeable in the first singular (Is) and second singular (2s) short, enclitic nominative forms. The Proto-Cordilleran reconstructed forms are respectively *ak and *ka. In order to maintain a distinction between first and second person after the loss of *k, the free nominative first singular pronoun tan spread into the enclitic nominative set.
Ilokano and the Northern Cordilleran languages all have two variants of the genitive first singular (Is) and second singular (2s) pronouns. The first, a reflex of *ku '1 s' or *mu '2s', occurs on roots that end in a consonant. The other, a reflex of*k '1s' or *m '2s', occurs on roots that end in a vowel, or it replaces the final consonant of the verbal focus suffixes Within the genitive set, it is of interest to note that it is only Arta among all of the Cordilleran languages that retains the full form of the reconstructed second plural (2p) pronoun *muyu. This form occurs elsewhere in the Sambalic languages of Northern Luzon.
Arta has replaced the initial case formative *si-on the free nominative pronouns with the singular, personal case marker ti, which also introduces nominative, singular, personal noun phrases in the language. In this respect it is also like Southern Alta. Casiguran Dumagat and Northern Alta, while using ti as the case marker for nominative, singular, personal noun phrases, have retained si as the formative on their free nominative pronouns.
Arta, Casiguran Dumagat, and the Alta languages are similar also in having retained what was probably the Proto-Cordilleran personal locative marker di (reduced to d on some pronouns) as the case formative on locative pronouns. 4. CONCLUSION. In several recent papers (Headland and Reid 1989a and 1989b; Reid 1987a and , the question of the prehistoric relationship between Negritos and their non-Negrito neighbors has been explored. The evidence that has been presented in these papers suggests that interaction between Negritos and their neighbors has been an on-going state of affairs for literally thousands of years. This is based on the assumption that prior to the in-migration of the first speakers of an Austronesian language, probably by 3000 B.C., Negrito bands were the sole human occupants of the Philippines and that they did not speak Austronesian languages.
Today, all Negritos in the Philippines speak an Austronesian language, and the evidence continues to accumulate that in the north of the Philippines, especially, the switch from whatever language they originally spoke to an Austronesian language, took place well before most of the linguistic differentiation that we presently find in the Philippines developed.
In Reid (1989) , I attempted to demonstrate that the Alta languages must have developed from contact with the Austronesian language which preceded the ancestor of all the Central and Southern Cordilleran languages. In this paper, I suggest that the Arta Negritos have been speaking an Austronesian language for at least as long, probably predating the dispersal of the Northern Cordilleran languages. The low percentage of shared inherited lexicon (the lowest by nearly eight percent from any other Philippine language so far examined), and the fact that it does not share certain phonological innovations found in all other Northern, Central, and Southern Cordilleran languages clearly indicate the long period of independent development that this language has undergone.
Independent development does not mean that the language has existed in isolation from its neighbors. On the contrary, this paper has attempted to show that there are large bodies of vocabulary in the language which are clearly borrowed from one or more of the languages in the area, providing evidence for continuing close social and economic relationships between these groups. The closest languages geographically to the areas where the Arta live are Gaddang and the Maddela dialect of Casiguran Dumagat. The paper has shown that much of the borrowed lexicon has come from these two languages.
Ilokano is the major trade language in all of Northern Luzon, and it has also affected the language in various ways. The possibility that Arta is more closely related genetically to Ilokano than to any other language in the north of the Philippines cannot be completely ignored. Early writers on the Negritos in the Philippines (e.g. Garvan 1963: 10) speak of Negritos as living in the mountain areas of both Ilocos Norte and Ilocos Sur. Today, these groups apparently no longer exist. Presumably though, if they learned their language from the ancestors of the Ilokanos, these Negrito groups would have reflected *R as r (and probably g) in the same way as Ilokano does, and as Arta does. Perhaps the Arta originally lived in the Ilocos area, and in recent times have migrated east and south to their present homeland. Only an extended research period among this group by both linguists and anthropologists is likely to provide answers to such questions.
Notes
1. This is a revised version of a paper presented to the Twelfth 3. Unique forms are those forms for which no cognate has been found in any other language. The term thus includes forms which may appear similar to those in other languages but which have undergone some innovation, such as either a semantic shift or a sporadic phonological change, which is not shared with any other language.
